PERSONAL WATERCRAFT SERVICING

SPECIALTY MOTORS
PERSONAL WATERCRAFT
Test Tank, HOIST & DOLLIES
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Experience Pays Off!
PWC Test Tank

Catalog No. PWC-TT-H

Built by Specialty Motors, this test tank has been
designed and manufactured to meet all of your
needs. Since 1952, Specialty Motors has been
building quality test tanks geared for the Marine
Industry. Similar to the models developed for
“Outboard Engine” testing this PWC Test Tank
was developed as an “easy to use” solution for
personal watercraft testing needs. The tank is
uniquely designed to submerge only the pump
and a small portion of the hull. The majority of
the hull stays clean and dry during testing. The
bunks and tie-down points hold the personal
watercraft securely to avoid jumping and
bucking experienced by standard test tanks.
The attached Hoist (included with Catalog No.
PWC-TT-H) will lift the PWC from its trailer and
rotate it around into the test tank with ease. The
Hoist also serves as an easy way to lift any PWC
for inspection or service.

How to lift a personal watercraft with
just one hand!
The PWC Hoist Workstation is designed to lift personal
watercraft in any environment with only one person.
Whether you are lifting a PWC off your customer’s
trailer or from a PWC dolly, you can count on this
Hoist/Workstation. This versatile piece of equipment
lifts the PWC to a workable height and tilts the
watercraft for easy engine compartment access and
other servicing needs. This Hoist/Workstation takes
the back pain out of PWC servicing!
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Catalog No. Description
PWC-FLK
BTT-MINI

Lifts up to  1000 Lbs.
PWC Hoist WORKSTATION
Catalog No. PWC-H-WS

Call for more information

WLY-MINI

Fork Lift Kit:

Allows easy movement of
PWC with any fork lift
PWC Boatoter: Designed to work as a
cradle rest for PWC
WEELEE DEELEE: Wheels make PWC Hoist, &
Boatoter portable

800-222-6199

